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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

Since the philosophical speculations of the atomists in the fifth century BC, the matter has 

been intuitively considered as composed of small, rapidly moving particles called atoms. Although 

this immature hypothesis is in surprising accord with the modern theories, for long time the laws that 

govern atoms and molecules didn’t have a physical support until the nineteenth century, when 

Clausius, Maxwell and Boltzmann developed powerful mathematical theories in order to describe the 

behavior of gases.1-7 But the first who shed light on the intermolecular forces was Van der Waals in 

the 1870, understanding that there were discrepancies between the description of gases as ideal non-

interacting particles and real gases:8 in his description he introduced for the first time the contribution 

due to the attractive and repulsive forces among the atoms and molecules that made up gases. Van 

der Waals gave his great contribution, introducing another kind of chemical bond, but to have an 

accurate description of these weak interactions we had to wait until the beginning of the twentieth 

century with the advent of the quantum mechanics: thank to this modern theory, London made 

fundamental steps in the description of these interactions.9 Today the interest in the understanding 

and the modelling of the intermolecular forces is grown up: the fields in which they are involved are 

very huge (protein folding, drug design, material science, sensors, nanotechnology, separations, and 

origin of life) and it has encouraged many researchers to focus their attention on this kind of bonds.10-

13 

 

I Origin of Intermolecular Forces 

 

In general, in nature there are four distinct forces, that are now well-established: two of these are the 

strong and weak nuclear interactions that act in a very short range (less than 10-4 Å) between neutrons, 

electrons, protons and other elementary particles; the other two are indicated as electromagnetic and 

gravitational interactions that have a larger range of action, from subatomic to practically infinite 

distances, and are consequently the forces that govern the behavior of everyday things. Classifying 

the forces that arise between particles in this way, we can exclude the strong and weak nuclear 

interactions as the origin of the intermolecular forces, because both are out of the range in which the 

intermolecular forces occur (10-100 Å). The gravitational interaction cannot contribute as well, 

because its magnitude is smaller (about thirty orders) than intermolecular forces. Consequently, the 
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origin of the intermolecular forces is electromagnetic and this gives to the charged particles that make 

up the matter, electrons and protons, the main role in the intermolecular forces. 

 

II Nomenclature of Intermolecular Forces 

 

 The definition of intermolecular forces is often unclear, since it should embed several numbers 

of cases to give a straightforward and unambiguous explanation. Furthermore, we often refer to them 

by different names such as non-covalent bonds, weak or van der Waals (vdW) interactions, making 

the concept even more confused. Hobza in his book14 has given a general definition, in order to 

include a wide range of the interactions that can be collected under the name of non-covalent 

interactions, stating: “In the very broadest sense non-covalent interactions include electrostatic 

interactions between permanent multipoles (charge–charge, charge–dipole, charge–multipole, 

multipole–multipole), induction and/or polarisation interactions between permanent and induced 

multipoles, dispersion interactions between instantaneous and induced multipoles and also charge-

transfer, ionic and metallic interactions, and interactions leading to formation of H-bonding, halogen 

bonding[...]”. 

 

III Non-covalent Interactions 

 

 Every chemist knows that the most important feature of covalent interactions is the orbital 

overlap between electronic shells of two subsystems. It happens only when the interacting moieties 

are close enough to guarantee an efficient overlap, i.e in a range between 2 and 4 Å. Contrary, the 

non-covalent interactions arise in a completely different manner, i.e. when the overlap between the 

electron clouds is scarce and the attractive contributions depend on the nature of the interacting 

molecules, in particular on their electric properties. The three main attractive components of the non-

covalent intermolecular forces are:  

• Electrostatic contribution: the corresponding interaction energy arise from the interaction 

between charges (monopoles), dipoles, quadrupoles and higher multipoles; this term is 

proportional to the product of the multipoles and the first or a higher power of reciprocal 

distance. In most cases electrostatic interaction dominates compared to other energy terms. 
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• Induction contribution: this term relies for its existence upon the polarization of non-polar 

molecules induced by permanent dipole moment of other molecules: the charge distribution 

is distorted by the electric field of dipole moment producing an induced dipole moment in the 

non-polar molecules. 

• Dispersion contribution: before London’s correct mathematical description based on 

quantum-mechanical theories, it was believed for a long time that dispersion energy was 

always smaller than the two previously mentioned energy contributions. Dispersion 

contribution has a purely quantum-mechanical origin because it takes into account the 

oscillations of electron clouds and nuclei in molecules without permanent multipoles, that 

lead to the generation of instantaneous multipoles that induce in turn to instantaneous 

multipoles in close molecules.  

All these three contributions are of attractive nature and as such are balanced by repulsive interactions, 

arising in the short-range. The related energy is called exchange-repulsion, is of quantum-chemical 

nature and becomes important when two subsystems overlap: the electron density increases in an 

antibonding region of interacting subsystems with occupied electron shells, which results in mutual 

repulsion. It is worth noting that in the short-range, besides a repulsive interaction component, a 

further stabilizing term can originate. We recall that in the covalent bond a substantial energy 

stabilization comes from the electron density increase in the bonding region between subsystems with 

unpaired electrons. Analogously, for the non-covalent interaction a non-zero overlap between the 

molecular orbitals of the interacting partners can occur, giving rise to a transfer of electron charge 

(that is a very small portion of electrons) from one substrate to the other, that is related to a covalent 

character of the interaction. The stabilization energy associated to the transferred charge is added to 

the contributions listed above. 

The non-covalent interactions are usually classified on the basis of the main contribution 

concurring to the definition of the stabilization energy. For example, the vdW complexes are mainly 

controlled by the London dispersion term. However, only very rarely one particular energy term is 

dominant in the non-covalent interactions. Electrostatic complexes could be considered as another 

class, but induction and dispersion contributions considerably take part to the stabilization energy, so 

that the nomenclature wouldn’t be completely correct. The hydrogen bond (or H-bonding) could be 

part of the electrostatic complexes too: it has a main electrostatic nature, but the induction and 

dispersion contributions are not negligible, and an energy contribution associated to a charge transfer 

is also present. It is worth to remark that the specificity of H-bonded systems does not come from the 

nature of non-covalent interactions, but rather it is associated with their abundance in nature and their 

very specific and easy detection. Recently, the so-called halogen bond, having similar properties to 
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the H-bonding, has been also investigated: this type of interaction was of great importance in the 

design of novel drugs and materials. The positive electrophilic region, called σ-hole, on the top of the 

halogen atom covalently bonded to a moiety (atom or molecule), leads the interaction with 

nucleophilic partners, “turning on” all attractive components. Again, the electrostatic contribution is 

not the dominant term: the σ-hole provides a popular and attractive visual representation, but there 

are other elements, such as close contacts of less than the sum of the vdW radii, that suggest a partially 

covalent contribution that is not recovered by a predominantly electrostatic model. 

 

IV Hydrogen Bond 

 

The H-bonding is extensively treated in literature and has had a central role in science for 

almost a century. It permeates chemistry, biology, crystalline engineering and many other fields: 

without this kind of link, life would not exist. 15-21 IUPAC has proposed the most recent and general 

definition of this specific non-covalent interaction: “The hydrogen bond is an attractive interaction 

between a hydrogen atom from a molecule or a molecular fragment D–H in which D is more 

electronegative than H, and an atom or a group of atoms in the same or a different molecule, in which 

there is evidence of bond formation”.22 According to this definition, we can schematize the H-

bonding as following: 

 

𝑫 − 𝑯 ∙∙∙ 𝑨 − 𝑹 

 

where D-H is a polarized bond, called H-bond donor, and A-R is an H-bond acceptor and its ability 

to interact with the H-bond donor is due either to the electron rich atom A or to the A-R bond 

electrons. There is nothing special from the point of view of intermolecular non-covalent bonding: 

H-bonding does not form a special class; however, it occurs with a peculiar directionality, sharing the 

hydrogen atom between two electronegative atoms that causes the typical pseudo-linearity of the D–

H∙∙∙A arrangement. 

Furthermore, this sharing of a very light hydrogen atom changes the properties of the D–H covalent 

bond: this bond becomes weaker upon formation of the H-bond and this weakening has some 

consequences in the experimentally detected D–H stretching vibrational frequency. We can 

summarize the most characteristic features of the hydrogen bond as follows:  

• the D–H covalent bond stretches in correlation with the strength of the H-bond; 

• a small amount of electron density is transferred from the proton-acceptor (A or A-R) to the 

proton-donor molecule (D–H); 
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• the band corresponding to the D–H stretching shifts to lower frequency (red shift), increases 

in intensity and broadens. 

When firstly Linus Pauling defined the H-bonding, 23, 24 he considered this interaction mainly 

electrostatic, with the addition of ca. a 5% of covalent character. This definition is not too far from 

the real description, because both an electrostatic and a charge transfer model are required to explain 

this non-covalent interaction: indeed, among the different involved contributions, these two terms 

play a crucial role. The electrostatic component gives a strong stabilization, because the elongation 

of the D-H bond increases the dipole moment of the proton donor, so that the dipole-dipole moment 

and dipole-induced dipole moment (induction term) attraction between proton donor and proton 

acceptor becomes larger. Although the evidences of the charge transfer contribution was clear from 

the experimental data,25-28 only the development of quantum-mechanics theories has confirmed the 

real transfer of small charge quantities from the proton acceptor to the proton donor. Reed et al.29 

performed a Natural Bond Orbital Analysis (NBO), demonstrating the presence of a charge transfer 

from the lone pairs of the proton acceptors (A) to the D–H σ* antibonding orbital of the proton 

donors.30 An increase in electron density in the antibonding orbitals results in a weakening of the D–

H covalent bond and this is accompanied by a concomitant lowering of the D–H stretching frequency. 

Recently, another powerful tool has been introduced in order to investigated the charge transfer, that 

is the Charge Displacement Function (CDF),31 that takes into account the electron density changes 

during the formation of the H-bonding.32-38 

It’s clear that a realistic picture of the H-bonding is based on the combination of both electrostatic 

and charge-transfer models. 

 

V Halogen Bond 

 

The IUPAC has indicated a recommended definition for the halogen bonding in 2013, according to 

Desiraju et al.:39 “A halogen bond occurs when there is evidence of a net attractive interaction 

between an electrophilic region associated with a halogen atom in a molecular entity and a 

nucleophilic region in another, or the same, molecular entity”. Similar to the H-bonding, we can 

schematize this interaction as follows: 

 

𝑫 − 𝑿 ∙∙∙ 𝑨 − 𝑹 

 

where D-X is the halogen bond donator, X is the halogen atom and D is covalently bonded to the 

halogen X, A is the halogen bond acceptor and it is, in general, an electron rich atom. 
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Halogen bond may appear to be contradictory, since the covalent-bonded halogens are themselves 

typically considered having negative potential surfaces around the atoms, but it’s not actually in this 

way: indeed, according to the previous definition, halogens show a positive region in the potential 

surface, called σ-hole. In order to demonstrate the presence of this positive region, it has been useful 

to recall a quantity from the electrostatic theories, the electrostatic potential (ESP), defined by the 

eq.1:  

 

𝑉(𝑟) = ∑
𝑍𝐴

|𝒓𝑨 − 𝒓|
−  ∫

𝜌(𝒓𝒆)

|𝒓𝒆 − 𝒓|
𝐴

                                                           (1) 

 

where ZA is the charge of nucleus A located at position rA and ρ is the electron density at position re. 

The former positive term accounts for the ESP generated by the atomic nuclei, while latter negative 

term stands for the ESP of the electron cloud. This quantity is both experimentally40, 41 and 

computationally determinable. The ESP is projected onto a molecular surface that could be 

customary, but it has been appeared advantageous to define a reference surface. Bader et al. proposed 

a surface with an electron density of 0.001 au (i.e., e/bohr3),42 which encompasses approximately 

96% of the electronic charge of molecule. The ESP analysis clearly shows that there is a positive 

portion, σ-hole, of the potential surface, at the top of D-X bond, on the halogen atoms. The magnitude 

of this electrostatic potential depends on both the halogen and the electron-withdrawing group D. An 

overview of the X atomic orbitals can provide to explain the σ-hole: the valence shell of the halogen 

atom in a molecule bonded covalently to a D group has a configuration of ns2 npx
2 npy

2 npz
1, where 

the z axis coincides with the direction of the D-X bond. The electron in the pz orbital is mostly 

localized in the bond region, which results in a lack of electron density in the outer lobe, while the 

electrons in the px and py orbitals create a belt of negative potential around this lack. The higher is the 

ability of D group to attract the unpaired electron, the higher is the magnitude and dimension of the 

σ-hole. The discovery of the σ-hole has suggested what was one of the main contributions to this non-

covalent interaction: the electrostatic term. Becoming the electrostatic potential anisotropic, the outer 

electron-deficient region on the halogen makes possible an attractive interaction with an electron-rich 

partner. Furthermore, also the charge transfer contribution plays an important role in the whole 

interaction: it insures the covalent character to the halogen bond, since an amount of charge is 

transferred from the occupied orbital of the donor A to the σ* antibonding orbital of the D-X bond.43-

46 Experimentally it is evident from the stretching vibrational frequency of the D-X bond: increasing 

the population of the antibonding orbital,43 the D-X weakens and becomes longer and its vibrational 
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frequency experiences a red shift. Like the H-bonding, this term imposes a strong directionality to 

the interaction. 47, 48 

 

VI Role of the Quantum-Chemistry in Non-Covalent Interactions 

 

The overview of the non-covalent interactions reported above has clearly depicted that they 

are the result of different components that balance each other. Isolating the effects of non-covalent 

interactions experimentally requires advanced, sensitive methods and only few types of experiments, 

like molecular-beam scattering experiments, can provide a high accuracy for comprehensive 

information about intermolecular forces.  

Therefore, theoretical investigations fulfil a unique role in order to obtain details of 

intermolecular interactions and avoid the experiment limitations. High level correlated quantum 

mechanics methods are employed for an accurate description, but they are generally not applicable 

for extended systems, due to the high computational cost. Among the ab initio methods, couple-

cluster (CC) approach can offer an adequate description of the fundamental electron correlation, being 

an appropriate compromise between accuracy and computational cost.49, 50 For a long time Density 

Functional Theory (DFT) methodology was rejected in the investigation of non-covalent interaction 

because it does not recover the long-range effects responsible for dispersion. The next step in the 

DFT approach was to introduce the dispersion term by means of an empirical correction independent 

of the DFT calculation (DFT-D methods). The DFT-D3 method of Grimme et al. is accurate, robust, 

and applicable to a wide range of systems:51, 52 when combined with well-chosen DFT functionals 

this method yields very good agreement with the CC benchmark data.53 

Larger systems, like biological ones, are generally investigated with classical molecular mechanics 

(MM) methods, that exploit proposed formulations of the force fields (FF). They enable geometry 

optimizations, free energy perturbation calculations and molecular dynamics simulations. However, 

at present, the non-covalent interactions are not fully described by the MM methods: an example to 

all is the halogen bond that makes an adequate modelling very challenging: since the unusual 

anisotropy of the halogen electron density, it gives rise to simultaneous electronegative and 

electropositive potentials.54-56 The simulation of the static and dynamic properties of complex systems 

featuring intermolecular interactions requires indeed the formulation of reliable and accurate model 

potentials, whose development relies on the detailed characterization of strength and nature of the 

interaction occurring in simple exemplary systems. Knowing and understanding the various 

components that take part to the non-covalent interactions and the various parameters defining their 
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behaviour is fundamental in order to provide novel and useful information for the models and to guide 

a correct representation of the interaction in MM force fields. 
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